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Present: Flore van Grunsven, Heleen van Renesse, Tim von den Hoff, Evelien Smits, Stef Bos, Marek 1 
Voesenek, Isabel Leemhuis, Els van Loo, Jelle Gerritsma, Michelle Geurts, Giulio Severijnen, Eefje 2 
Jongstra, Muriël Neeleman, Nina Pijpers, Jeroen Weerwag (Technical chair), Fabian van der 3 
Meer(Technical secretary), Bas Romeijn, Babs de Koning, Kira van Londen, Eline Booij, Jony 4 
Reijnhoudt, Lieke van Lieshout, Ellen van Duinhoven, Ellen Westenberg, Lieke van Bergen, Laura van 5 
den Broek, Max Toorians, Bob Zoutenbier, Mesian Tilmatine, Milou Dubois, Kei Peitz, Annefleur 6 
Dijkhuis, Chinouq Claassens, Johanna Breuer, Johannes Fiebig, Katharina Krug, Femke Keldermans, 7 
Dorothee Volmer, Ilse Nijland, Judith Pauw, Lena Aehlig, Wouter Steenbakkers. 8 
There are 42 members in total present. 9 
 10 
1. Opening (by technical chair Jeroen Weerwag)  11 
Jeroen Weerwag opens the GMA at 19:09. 12 
 13 
2. Minutes last meeting 14 
The minutes of the last GMA have been approved. 15 
 16 
The GMA wonders why the minutes are still being checked per page. 17 
The Xth board answers that it indeed might be an idea to run through the whole minutes in total 18 
instead of per page. 19 
 20 
The GMA asks if there can be made more use of enters in the minutes. 21 
The Xth board wil do this. 22 
 23 
3. Important remarks / received mail 24 
Heleen introduces. 25 
General remark: Coins for a drink can be picked up during the break. 26 
 27 
Action point: 28 
- 29 
Authorizations: 30 
- 31 
Cancellations: 32 
Initiative committee. 33 
 34 
Activities: 35 
Lustrum lecture: 181 members and 153 non-members, in total 332. 36 
 37 
4. Establishing the agenda 38 
The agenda has been established. 39 
 40 
5.Presentation Financial Audit report 2016-2017 41 
The Xth board switches places with the IXth board. 42 
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Mesian introduces this piece 43 
 44 
1. ‘Hoofdkas’  45 
The GMA notices some receipt from the study trip are missing. The GMA wonders if a 46 
procedure/mechanism can be developed to prevent this from happening since it has happened a 47 
few times now in the past. 48 
The IXth board answers that some receipt from the bus tickets in Romania are missing and that 49 
they are unsure whether a better mechanism exists. 50 
 51 
The GMA makes the remark that there are some ways to reassure this. Notes exist of unwritten 52 
debitcard receipts, which an external party can fill out. This could be used in the future. 53 
The board thanks the GMA for the tip. 54 
 55 
2. Board account 56 
3. Contribution 57 
The GMA sees that €22.220 has been received, but in the financial annual report a different 58 
number is shown. The GMA wants to know how this has happened. 59 
The board indicates that this might be because of the 41 people that have been removed from 60 
the members list. The financial audit then checked how many have been removed and whether 61 
that was correct. It could be that this did not happen completely correctly. The amount of 62 
money in the financial annual report is correct. 63 
4. Inventory 64 
5. Demanded posts  65 
6. Conclusion 66 
 67 
6. Financial annual report 2016-2017 68 
Jelle introduces. 69 
 70 
1. Preface 71 
The GMA wonders where the 'benefits' come from. 72 
Jeroen Weerwag answers that these come from members. 73 
 74 
2. Committees 75 
 76 

2.1 Study-related committees 77 
2.2 Travel committees 78 
2.3 Non study-related committees 79 

The GMA wants to know what the benefits of the two Insomnia parties were. 80 
The IXth board says that it was €1379 for the first edition and €1801 for the second. 81 
 82 
The GMA questions where the difference comes from between €1000 in the table, and the €795 that 83 
is noted at benefits at 'charity'. 84 
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The board says that 'Ragweek' has also been taken into account. This means that a part comes back 85 
to SPiN, which was €205, so eventually there is €795. 86 
 87 
The GMA wonders where €3,40 comes from at the tosti-action? 88 
The board answers that this is new benefit from groceries brought back. 89 
 90 
2.4 Other committees  91 
2.5 Total committees  92 
 93 
3 General 94 
 95 

3.1 Board costs 96 
3.2 Representation 97 
3.3 External 98 
3.4 Administrative 99 
3.5 GMA 100 
3.6 Room charges 101 
3.7 Total general 102 
 103 

4. Other expenses 104 
 105 

4.1 Active members 106 
4.2 Write-downs 107 
The GMA notices that the declarations of the debit machine has been done lately and 108 
wonders why it is still noted in the budget proposal of the Xth board. 109 
The IXth board will come back at this after the break. 110 
4.3 Multimedia 111 
4.4 Unforseen costs 112 
4.5 Contribution 113 
4.6 Sponsorship 114 
The board notices that the amount of main sponsorship has come in after writing of this part. 115 
This means €1250 is benefitted. 116 
The GMA asks whether there is no amount noted for Dressme, while SPiN usually always 117 

 gets this. 118 
The board states that this has not been taken into account in general sponsorship, but that 119 
SPiN will get this. By hard it is €184,15. This amount will have to be put in the table.  120 
 121 
4.7 Books 122 
4.8 Reservations 123 
4.9 Total Other Expenses  124 
 125 

5 Total 126 
 127 
6 Balance Sheet 128 
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The GMA notices that 'February 2nd' is not the right date. 129 
The board says 'October 9th 2017' is the right date. This will be changed. 130 
 131 
The GMA questions if the SNUF subsidy has also come in 2 times this year. It used to be 75% and 132 
later 25%.  133 
The board says it has indeed come in in terms and in time. 134 
 135 
7 Epilogue 136 
The GMA compliments the IXth board about how everything went down this year. 137 
 138 
Voting happens about the financial annual report 2016-2017. 139 
 140 
For: 34 141 
Against: 0 142 
Blanc: 0 143 
Abstract: 9 144 
Total: 43. 145 
 146 
The financial annual report 2016-2017 has been approved. The IXth board has been discharged. 147 
 148 
Els speechs. 149 
Ends at 19.59. 150 
Muriël speechs at 19:59. 151 
Ends at 20:01. 152 
Giulio speechs at 20:02. He says he brought the champagne! 153 
 154 

The break starts at 20:05. 155 
Lena Aehlig leaves the GMA at 20:05. 156 

The GMA continues at 20:28. 157 
 158 

After the break, the board comes back at the declarations of the debit machine. The IXth board states 159 
that it is wrong in the financial annual report. It was correct in Conscribo and will be changed in the 160 
financial annual report. It is correctly stated in the budget proposal. 161 
 162 
The Xth takes place again 163 
 164 
7. Candicacy Advisory Council 165 
Bob Zoutenbier introduces herself. 166 
 167 
Lieke van Lieshout introduces herself. 168 
 169 
Yoni Reijnhoudt introduces herself. 170 
The GMA wonders if Yoni can combine the Advisory Council and a board year for her own 171 
association. 172 
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Yoni answers that she thinks this can happen at the same time perfectly. 173 
 174 
The GMA Thinks it is better to vote for the Kasco and the advisory council at the same time, The 175 
technical Chair, Jeroen Weerwag and the board accept this. 176 
  177 
8. Candidacy Financial Audit committee 178 
Judith Pauw Introduces herself 179 
The Gma asks what Judith has learned in her Kompanio Kasco year. 180 
Judith now already knows how a kas control works. 181 
Ilse Nijland introduces herself. 182 
The GMA ask whether Ilse has ever came across the financial part of SPiN. 183 
Ilse says that she didn’t came across a lot of the financial part of SPiN only the Budget proposal. 184 
  185 
The voting starts. 186 
  187 
Votes  advisory council 188 
  189 
Bob Zoutenbier: 190 
For: 33 191 
Against:0 192 
Blanco:0 193 
Abstracts : 8 194 
Bob has been accepted. 195 
  196 
Lieke van Lieshout: 197 
for: 34 198 
against:0 199 
Blanco:0 200 
Abstracts: 7 201 
Lieke has been accepted. 202 
  203 
Yoni Reijnhoudt: 204 
for: 29 205 
Against: 3 206 
Blanco:1 207 
Abstracts :8 208 
Yoni has been accepted. 209 
  210 
Voting for the kasco 211 
  212 
Judith Pauw 213 
for: 30 214 
against: 2 215 
Blanco: 0 216 
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abstracts: 9 217 
Judith has been accepted . 218 
  219 
Ilse Nijland 220 
for: 30 221 
against: 2 222 
Blanco: 0 223 
abstracts: 9 224 
Ilse has been accepted. 225 
  226 
9. Begrotingsvoorstel Xe bestuur  227 
Tim Starts. 228 
1. Preface  229 
  230 
2. LUSTRUM  231 
2.1 Lustrum activities  232 
  233 
The GMA thinks it is better to include the budget of last lustrum. 234 
The board thinks that it is a good idea to do.  235 
The GMA asks if they have looked at the budget of last lustrum. 236 
The board tells the GMA they have looked at it. 237 
  238 
The GMA wants a better overview of all the Lustrum activities. 239 
The board tells the GMA that the budget proposal is based on activities that are sort of the same but 240 
with a higher budget. This higher budget will be used to make the activity bigger for the lustrum. 241 
 242 
The GMA asks where the expected benefits and costs come from. 243 
The board answers the following: About the lecture:     244 
There were €726 benefits, the costs were €2040 to pay Dick Swaab (€2000 for the lecture and 245 
€40 to travel), so the subsidy was €1314.   246 
About the gala: Benefits: €5350, costs: €8700; subsidy: €3350    247 
Informal activity 1 : Benefits: €900, costs: €3150, subsidy: €2250    248 
Informal activity 2: Benefits: €1100, costs: €2550, subsidy: €1450    249 
Formal activity: Benefits: €0, costs: €1050, subsidy:€ 1050    250 
Dies: Benefits: €800, costs: €2850, Subsidy: €2050    251 
Total lustrum activities: Benefits: €8876,  costs: €20340, subsidy: €11464 252 
The lustrum committee will decide the entrance costs for the members and non-members. 253 
  254 
The board says that they expect more people to come to the lustrum activities and that they have an 255 
indication of the costs from the Last Lustrum committee. 256 
The GMA asks where the promotion budget is for the lustrum activities. 257 
The board says it is already taken in account in the budget for the lustrum activities. 258 
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 The GMA asks whether the Formal activity has already been organized.  259 
The boards tells that the lecture has already been taken place and that there will be another formal 260 
activity. 261 
 2.2 Lustrum reservations   262 
2.3 Lustrum almanac reservations 263 
 2.4 Almanac 264 
The GMA asks if the almanacs will be free? 265 
The board replies and says that they will be free. 266 
The GMA asks what will happen when all the 500 almanacs will be gone the first day.  267 
The board answers that the almanacs will not be given out but people can get them in the SPiN room 268 
The GMA asks if the board will take notes of the persons who received an almanac.  269 
The board says that they will take this into account. 270 
 The GMA asks how the members of five years ago can get an almanac. 271 
The GMA adds that they can also put them on studystore. 272 
The board says that with the alumni newsletter they can tell all old members there is an almanac.  273 
The GMA says that studystore is not a good idea to do. 274 
 2.5 Extra lustrum costs  275 
The GMA asks for more information. 276 
The board answers that there is money set away to make the lustrum bigger with extra attributes.  277 
 278 
3. COMMITTEES 279 
  280 
3.1 Study-relatedcommittees   281 

3.1.1 Work field & Future committee  282 
3.1.2 Workshop & Conference committee 283 

 The GMA is wondering if the Xth board thought about that with this budget there is no opportunity 284 
to go to an external location for the conference. The board tells that they have not thought about 285 
this. It is a good idea, but they think the lecturers are more important. The GMA states that the 286 
conference is during the day and that people go in between their lectures. In this case it would me 287 
more logical to use the university as the location for the conference.  288 
 289 
The GMA is wondering how the board thought of the amount of 525 euro’s. The board says that they 290 
expect money from the university and together with the entree fees of 3 euro’s this will add up to 291 
525 euro’s.  292 
  293 
The GMA wonders why there are not that much more costs than last year. They are wondering how 294 
the board thinks they are going to achieve this much more, like a bigger meal and final lecture.  295 
The board says that with 500 euro for the training, 225 euro for the meal and 250 euro for the final 296 
lecture, this budget must be enough.  297 
 298 

3.1.3 Lecture committee 299 
The GMA wonders what the board means by a creative lecture. The board answers that there will be 300 
a pub lecture and a lunch lecture organized.  301 
  302 
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The GMA wonders why this is already chosen for the committee. According to the board this is an 303 
idea of the board they want to be done, the committee is free to add some creative ideas as well. 304 
Furthermore this is discussed with the committee and they agreed on the ideas.  305 
  306 
The GMA asks how the committee is going to arrange greater lecturers with this budget. The board 307 
thinks that quality of the lecture is important, this does not have to be expensive.  308 
  309 
The GMA wonders if TOEP is also going to add some money to the lecture. The board states that 310 
there they are not sure about that yet, they will make an arrangement with TOEP.  311 

 312 
3.1.4 Magazine committee 313 

The GMA wonders if the publisher organization BladNL knows about the 150 euro which are added 314 
this year. The board tells that the 150 euro has nothing to do with the publisher organization BladNL. 315 
  316 
The GMA wonders if the committee will be able to find a lecturer to be interviewed for only 150 euro 317 
if the lecture committee is also not able to do this for this budget. The board says that the 150 euro is 318 
more about a present to thank the lecturer and for travelling costs.  319 
  320 

3.1.5 Orientation committee 321 
The GMA wonders if SPS-NIP knows about the one third part of the budget they have to pay. The 322 
board says that they discussed this with them and they will pay it. 323 
  324 
The GMA wonders how the information market is organized. In the description it says that the 325 
market is going to be bigger with more money. The GMA wonders were this 400 euro goes to. The 326 
GMA tells that around 200 euro can be spent on a info market and 200 euro for the food.   327 
  328 
3.2 Trip committees  329 
  330 

3.2.1 Studytripcommittee 331 
The GMA states there will be a big trip this year, but they did not see this in the budget. The board 332 
tells that they want to let the committee free in this. 333 
The board answers moreover with the fact that the committee is allowed to plan a trip nearby, but 334 
they give the advice to do it further away. A member of the committee in the GMA states that the 335 
trip will be far away.  336 
  337 
The GMA thinks that there is not enough budget to go to a far distance. The board answers that the 338 
budget is based on the trip to Hong Kong.  339 
  340 
The board further tells that they did not know that it is harder to organize study-related activities in 341 
other continents. The GMA says the board needs to solve this out.  342 
Also the GMA adds that if you go to a destination with more distance, you will get more money.   343 
 344 
The GMA wonders if the lustrum is somehow added to this or any other trip. The board answers that 345 
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the committee is free if they like to do something with the lustrum, but they do not have to. There is 346 
no budget for this, however the committee can ask for it if they have a good idea.  347 
   348 

3.2.2 Citytripcommittee  349 
The GMA wonders it the budget is based on the real costs and benefits of last year, because they 350 
wonder why there is the same amount of money and a trip less. The board tells they want more 351 
activities on the trip 352 
  353 

3.2.3 Wintersport committee 354 
The GMA wonders why the board thinks they will get 34 people on the trip. The board answers that 355 
last year there were 32 people and that with good promotion the amount of 34 people can be 356 
reached this year.  357 
  358 
The GMA states it was very difficult to get so many people on the trip. The boars says they also 359 
looked at other years.  360 
  361 
Because of the minimum of 26 people, the board wonders what will happen if 27 people want to go 362 
on the trip. This means you need to pay a room for four people because of one person.  363 
The board further states that the ten euro which is normally added to the price, is this year already 364 
included.  365 
  366 

3.2.4 Uitwisselingscommissie  367 
The GMA is wondering whether a rectification is appropriate, since these are different numbers. 368 
The board indicates that the numbers are based on the exchange of the VIIIth board. 369 
The GMA remarks that Nottingham is more expensive than the location of two years ago.  370 
 371 
The GMA remarks that the subsidy is doubled compared to two years ago and wonders why this is 372 
the case.  373 
The board indicates that there are extra costs for hostels.  374 
 375 
The GMA remarks that a hostel will be arranged for the board and committee members in 376 
Nottingham, but wonders why this has been chosen seeing that it is a busy time for the committee 377 
and board members last year in the Netherlands.  378 
The board indicates that it would be weird to send them here with a buddy whilst they would not 379 
have a buddy over there. After the last exchange an evaluation indicated that it is too busy to have a 380 
buddy over here.  381 
The GMA wonders whether this can be explained in the budget proposal.  382 
 383 
The GMA wonders whether SPiN will pay the costs of stay for SPiN members in Nottingham. 384 
The board indicates that this is the case, however committee members pay for all the other costs. 385 
Normally members stay at their buddy for free so that is why. 386 
 387 
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The GMA wonders whether the subsidy is enough and adds to have looked herself to the costs of a 388 
hostel in Nottingham that was very expensive. 389 
The board indicates that this has been checked and that there are other hostels with cheaper prices. 390 
 391 
The GMA wonders whether more people can join the exchange because of the fact that people will 392 
be staying in a hostel. 393 
The board indicates that 50 people can participate in the exchange. 394 
 395 
The GMA notices that Dutch buddies in the past would not let their buddies stay at their own place 396 
but at someone else's. Are there plans to prevent this from happening? 397 
The board indicates that this has been taken into account: there is a question in the questionnaire for 398 
combining buddies regarding this case.  399 
 400 
The GMA remarks that the exchange committee is present, and wonders what the committee thinks 401 
of these plans and the finances.  402 
The committee indicates that there are a lot of preparations for the committee. Of course it is a pity 403 
that committee members do not have a buddy, but it is incompatible with all the activities and its 404 
preparations making it a good decision. 405 
  406 
 407 

The break begins at 22:00. 408 
Max Tooriaans, Annefleur Dijkhuis, Eline Booij, Babs de Koning, Kira van Londen, Ellen Westenberg, 409 

Femke Keldermans, Bob Zoutenbier, Yoni Reijnhoudt, Katharina Krug, Milou Dubois, Lieke van Bergen, 410 
en Laura van den Broek leave the GMA. 411 

The GMA continues at 22:18. 412 
 413 
The board starts of by reviewing earlier business.  414 
 415 
The board decides to not make more money available for external locations regarding the workshop 416 
and conference committee. The board wants to suit the members' interests by keeping the congres 417 
at the university.  418 
The other point was regarding the subsidy of the workshop and conference committee. The 419 
committee received money from the university for the congress in the last years, what if they will not 420 
receive this contribution of €300,- this year?  421 
The board indicates that parts of the program will be cancelled if this happens. 422 
 423 
3.3 Non-study related committees  424 

3.3.1 Party committee  425 
The GMA notices that the budgeted result is based on the result of last year (2016-2017). That year 426 
there were six parties. The GMA wonders where the €1600 come from.  427 
The board indicates that this have to do with the fact that the costs of one party will be shared with a 428 
other association.   429 
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 The GMA notices that the benefits are very high.  430 
The board indicates that the four (own) parties results in €1800 benefits. The party which will be held 431 
with another association will add €600. This results in a total benefit of €2400.  432 
  433 
The GMA notices that there is budgeted €60 each party for a banner and promotion.  434 
The GMA wonders what will be done with the other €20? 435 
The board indicates that this was a textual mistake. The €20 is destined for flyers.  436 
 The GMA wonders how you can order flyers for just €20.  437 
The board indicates that they have to think about this point.  438 
The GMA wonders where the low costs for flyers came from. 439 
The board indicates that the costs for flyers are higher. The committee can also use the promotion 440 
budget to buy flyers.  441 
 442 
The GMA notices that the ‘Drie-Gezusters’ also promotes.  443 
The board indicates that this is true, however the ‘Drie-Gezusters’ promote for externals and SPiN for 444 
here own members.  445 
The GMA wonders if the ‘Drie-Gezusters’ also promotes with flyers. 446 
The board indicates that they don’t do that.  447 
 The GMA states that they are disappointed about the fact that there are cut offs in favour of 448 
promotion. 449 
The board indicates that there aren’t any cut offs. The budget for decoration is increased from €70 to 450 
€80.  451 
 The GMA states that you just can buy one more garland with an extra of €10. The GMA suggests to 452 
increase the budget with €30 or €40.  453 
The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.  454 
 The GMA wonders which amount is correct.(the €725 in the table or the €675 in the text).  455 
The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.  456 
 457 
 3.3.2 Festivities committee  458 
The GMA notices that the DJ’s budget is increased. These costs are partially financed by the Waagh. 459 
The Waagh pays half of the costs, but chooses the DJ’s.  460 
The GMA wonders what happens with the contributions of the Waagh when we choose to use 461 
different DJ’s. Will the Waagh still finances their part?  462 
The board indicates that there is a meeting with Harm (Waagh) this week. During this meeting they 463 
will discuss this point.  464 
 465 
 The GMA wonders how the Xth board will earn €1500 more in contrast with the IXth board. The 466 
board indicates that the benefits are based on the first Insomnia party. The board expect more 467 
earnings because of the better DJ’s. On top of that the board expects to get the bonus. This 468 
committee wont organizes the Dies. This will lower the costs.  469 
The GMA notices that the costs decrease, however there are bigger DJ’s, which are expensive. 470 
Besides that the GMA notices that the bonus scheme isn’t part of this committee, but is part of the 471 
sponsorship. 472 
The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.  473 
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              3.3.3 Gala committee  474 
3.3.4 Socio-cultural committee  475 

The GMA wonders if the costs of €900 for Psypop are in line with the expenses of last year.  476 
The board indicates that the costs of last years Psypop were €846,99. The Xth budgeted therefore 477 
€900.  478 
 The GMA wonders what the reduction of the entrance fee will be and how much this will cost.   479 
The board indicates that the entrance fee will decrease €1 (for members and non-members). The 480 
expected costs will be €180.   481 

3.3.5 Sports committee  482 
The GMA wonders how many days the bus will be rented in contrast of last year. The GMA also 483 
wonders if the entrance fee will be changed. The board indicates that the bus will be rented from 484 
Friday till Sunday. And the entrance fee will be the same as last year.  485 
The GMA wonders why the budget proposal isn’t based on the real costs, instead of the estimated 486 
costs. 487 
The board indicates that this is a textual mistake.  488 
The GMA indicates that the committee of last year didn’t had enough money to rent a bus for three 489 
extra day because of some troubles during a different sports activity. This issue cost €94.  490 
The board indicates that they didn’t encounter this and that they will change the costs.  491 

3.3.6 SocialCie  492 
The GMA notices that Linksvoort was a excellent location for the active members weekend. The GMA 493 
advises to encounter this location in the total costs.  494 
The board indicates that that they want to go to Linksvoort this year. They will do their outmost best 495 
to reserve this location. The board hopes to receive the same discount as last year.  496 
 The GMA noticed that it is mandatory to go to Linksvoort.  497 
The board indicates that it isn’t mandatory. The deal was verbally agreed.  498 
The GMA notices that a verbal agreement is a binding agreement.   499 
 The GMA wonders why there is one activity cancelled.  500 
The board indicates that this is in line with the workload reduction. 501 
The board choose the third activity because they found other activities more important.  502 
 The GMA advises to start the contact with Linksvoort early. The change to get the discount will be 503 
improved than.  504 
The board thanks the GMA for this advice.  505 
  506 
The GMA notices that the owner can decline the discount. Will the committee be shortened for 507 
€500? The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.  508 

3.3.7 Integration committee  509 
The GMA wonders why the entrance fee is reduced to improve the attendance. Last year the 510 
attendance was good enough.  511 
The board indicates that there is made a mistake. In the explanations of last year’s budget proposal 512 
there was budgeted benefits. However, the entrance fee was €0. The board wants to invest in the 513 
lunch by budgeting €100 costs. In this way they want to create more enthusiasm for the student 514 
teacher lunch. The GMA indicates that the attendance shouldn’t be too high. The power of this 515 
activity is the small-scale situation. 516 
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The GMA wonders why the rectification of the entrance fee of €0 wasn’t mentioned. 517 
The board indicates that this was a communication mistake.  518 
 The GMA wonders why there is explicitly mentioned that rooms will be cancelled in time.  519 
The board indicates that this is done because the IXth made a mistake in cancelling rooms.  520 
The GMA indicates that there were booked too many rooms instead of cancellation which took place 521 
too late.     522 

Wouter Steenbakker leaves the meeting at 10:52 p.m. 523 
  524 

3.3.8 Initiative committee  525 
The GMA wonders why there are less exam actions.  526 
The board indicates that in each year there is one exam action.  527 
The GMA wonders why there are less exam actions.  528 
The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.  529 
The GMA notices that for three exam actions €50 costs is very few. There is no guarantee that the 530 
acquisitions committee will arrange something for the exam actions.  531 
The board indicates that they want to return on this point after the break.   532 

3.3.9 Settle committee  533 
The GMA wonders how the board is going to tackle the low participation grade during the daytrip. 534 
Last year most of the participants join the daytrip because of the low travel expenses.  535 
The board indicates that the goal of this activity is to integrate. The board want to improve the 536 
quality of the activity to create more spirit. This activity will be promoted as an integration activity. 537 
The committee has some guidance to involve the Dutch culture in their activity. 538 
The GMA indicates that last year’s program was orientated toward integration. However many 539 
people didn’t participate.   540 
The board indicates that the purpose of this activity is to participate in these activities.  541 
The GMA advises the board to look at the tips of the committee of last year. Also look at the 542 
entrance fee.  543 
 544 
The GMA notices that last year the real expenses of the IXth board were less than the budgeted 545 
expenses. Despite that the Xth board budgeted more budget.  546 
The board indicates that they will use a bus. This is the reason for the extra costs. 547 
The GMA wonders if there is a night programme.  548 
The board indicates that they will organize a night programme.  549 
 The GMA wonders which part SPiN pays for the public transport trip of the participants.  550 
The board indicates that the total budgeted travel expenses will be €600. This will be €15 for each 551 
participant.  552 
 The GMA wonders how much more there is budgeted for the bus. 553 
The board indicates that this is €600.   554 
 3.3.10 The Freshmen information committee 555 

3.3.11 The freshmen committee 556 
 The GMA notices the committee wil organize 3 activities. How are the costs and benefits 557 
estimated?  558 
The board says it took one example of bowling, that would be €700 costs and €400 benefits. There 559 
will be €300 subsidy for this activity. The second activity will cost and benefit around €80. 560 
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3.3.12 Charity committee 561 
The GMA asks why the €20 for promotion isn't a subsidy. 562 
The board says it hopes that by promoting the activities better the incomes will be higher.  563 
3.4 Other committees 564 
 565 

3.4.1 S-party  566 
 567 

Mesian Tilmatine leaves the GMA at 23:16. 568 
 569 

The GMA asks if SPiN wants state that it's the last time it gives money to Kompanio.  570 
The board says it hasn't discussed this point yet and this subject will be discussed during a GMA. 571 
The board says the goal of Kompanio is to arrange the S-party all by itself and it isn't planning on 572 
keeping subsidizing Kompanio.  573 
 574 
3.4.2 Alumni  575 
The GMA indicates €100 extra budget. How is this possible? The board indicates that more burdens 576 
are used in old-boardmembers activity. 577 

3.4.3 Old-Boardmembers activity 578 
3.4.4 Committeetrainings 579 

 580 
4. General 581 
 582 
4.1 Boardcosts 583 

4.1.1 Travelcosts 584 
4.1.2 Boardclothing 585 

The GMA notes that the 150 euros are never meant to be cost-effective, it is a reimbursement from 586 
SPiN. The board indicates that the opinion of the 9th board was taken, namely that it was found too 587 
little. In addition, after your boardyear, you will never use most of the clothes again. 588 
The GMA notes that these clothes are actually useful to you. The GMA adds that it is useful if the 589 
board looks different from the active members.  590 
The board indicates that the men spent about 305 euros on board clothes. The women come out at 591 
about 295 euros. 592 
The GMA notes that they still use their boardclothes.  593 
 594 

4.1.3 Constitutiondrink  595 
The GMA is wondering how much has been spent. 596 
The board indicates that 700 euros have been spend. 597 
 598 
The GMA is wondering how much has been spent. 599 
The board indicates that 700 euros have been spend. 600 
 The GMA is wondering because there are no heavy financial times anymore, why not 2 coins will be 601 
handed out instead of 1. 602 
The board indicates that the candidate board must know in advance that they want to make a bigger 603 
drink with more coins. 604 
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De GMA suggests that it is a good idea to indicate at the next candidate board in a timely manner. 605 
 The GMA asks why SPiN should spend more on a drink like the JFV. 606 
The GMA adds that there are often 2 coins with good sassociations, and that the board can think 607 
about it. 608 

4.1.4 Board compensation  609 
The GMA asks about which GMA is the text and asks whether the board can specify this in the text. 610 
The board replies that it will add this. 611 
 612 
 613 
4.2 Representation 614 

4.2.1 Bussiness gifts 615 
The GMA notes that it is consciously chosen not to donate wine because not everyone is drinking 616 
alcohol. In addition, it asks how the board of quality wine will take care. 617 
The board indicates that € 6.50 is budgeted per wine. Buying this wine in large quantities will make it 618 
cheaper. 619 
  620 
The GMA is wondering if there is an alternative for people who do not drink wine. 621 
The board indicates that there are still SPiN pens. 622 
  623 
The GMA notes that it may be weird that if you do not drink wine you get a pen instead of a fancy 624 
wine. The GMA recommends looking at a promotional gift that is fun for everyone. 625 
The board indicates that the budget is 8 euro per promotional gift and that they are thinking about it. 626 
 627 

4.2.2 Merchandising  628 
The board notes that 56 old shirts are being used this year. There are 50 purchased. There are now in 629 
total: 106 t-shirts, 45 vests and 48 sweaters. There is no further purchase. The expectation is that 80 630 
shirts and 16 sweaters will be sold. 631 
 The GMA is wondering whether the sponsorship comes behind the shirts, and whether it has been 632 
requested. 633 
The board indicates that this has not yet been requested by the main sponsors. 634 
The GMA asks if additional explanation can be written on this piece. 635 
 636 
 637 

4.2.3 Creative promotion 638 
4.2.4 Promotion material 639 
4.2.5 Orientationweek  640 
4.2.6 Age indication  641 

 642 
The GMA asks if the age bands have already been ordered. 643 
The board replies that they are in. 644 
 The GMA is wondering that there was too little budget for the past year, why it was just like the 9th 645 
board was budgeted. 646 
The board indicates that there were still age bands and that bands were bought. 647 
The GMA notes that you can always use age bands for years to come and recommend buying a lot. 648 
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4.2.7 Membership sticker  649 
4.3 Extern  650 
4.3.1 Contribution SOFv  651 
4.3.2 Contribution N.K.S.W. Kompanio 652 

4.3.3 Budget SSPN  653 
 4.3.4 SSPN meeting SPiN  654 
4.4 Administrative 655 
4.4.1 Printer 656 
The GMA is wondering if that contract has been almost completed, and if so, whether another can be 657 
taken. This is very expensive. 658 
The board indicates that this has been searched and that the contract will expire in 2019. 659 
Then we will look at a possible other printer. 660 

4.4.2 Countertop device 661 
4.4.3 Rabobank  662 
4.4.4 Interest savings account 663 
4.4.5 Bussiness insurance  664 
4.4.6 Office supplies  665 

The GMA asks why a power bank will be purchased. 666 
The board indicates that this is a means of expanding the loan service, and thus proposes to be 667 
flexible for students. 668 
The GMA notes that the Radboud already has a policy to install all power outlets and that a power 669 
bank will not be added value. 670 
The GMA suggests that quickchargers can be purchased, which are useful. 671 
The board will come back at this point later. 672 
 673 

4.4.7 Paper 674 
The GMA asks why the board wants to use photo paper, which is expensive. 675 
The board indicates that this is intended for commissions, for printing photos. 676 
 The GMA is wondering if a photo printer is purchased. The GMA notes that photo paper can not be 677 
used in a normal printer. 678 
The board does not respond to purchasing any other printer, and that they didn't took into account 679 
the fact that photo paper can only be printed with a photo printer. 680 
 681 
 682 

Ilse Nijland left the meeting at 23:44. 683 
 684 

4.4.8 Accountancyprogram  685 
The GMA notes that '' externally acquired '' is missing. 686 
 687 
4.5 GMA 688 

4.5.1 GMA 689 
4.6 Room costs 690 

4.6.1 Coffee/tea/extras 691 
4.6.2 Other room charges 692 
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 The GMA notes that the costs are based on several larger expenses, but this is not the case. What is 693 
this based on? 694 
The board indicates that these expenditures are being made gradually, such as doorsteps that the 695 
board wishes to acquire. 696 
 697 

4.6.3 Room drinks  698 
The GMA notes that the attractiveness can be lifted by giving free beer. 699 
The board indicates that it does not want to be done. The board does not want to give away or sell 700 
beer itself. 701 
 702 

The break starts at 23:47 703 
Ellen van Duinhoven, Lieke van Lieshout, Johanna Breuer and Chinouq Claassens left the meeting. 704 

Johanna authorizes Johannes Fiebig, Lieke authorizes Bas Romeijn, Ellen van Duinhoven authorizes 705 
Kei Peitz. Bob Zoutenbier authorizes Judith Pauw. 706 

 707 
The GMA continues at 00:04 708 

 709 
The board will discuss 5 more points: 710 
 711 
1. Concerning the party committee: The GMA thinks €80 is not enough for decorations. The board 712 
decides to keep the same amount of money and to stimulate re-use of decoration.  713 
 714 
2. Concerning the socialcie: the GMA thinks the board expects to much benefits and not enough 715 
costs. The board says the estimation for both Insomnia-parties are separated from the Dies. The 716 
costs that are expected for SPiN are: €550 to the DJ’s, €100 for decoration, €50 for promotion and 717 
€500 for light and sound.  718 
This is true for two Insomnia-parties, what results in a total amount of €2400. This is in total €400 719 
extra for DJ’s compared to last year. With regard to the benefits, we assumed the following: we think 720 
there will be 600 visitors where we expect a lot of external people who buy their tickets at the 721 
Waagh. So the mean selling price will be €4,17. In total, the benefits will be €5000 then. 722 
 723 
The GMA responds saying the Waagh parties aren’t there to make money for SPiN. In addition, the 724 
GMA doesn’t think that with €200 extra spending on DJ’s you won’t get significant more visitors to 725 
the party. The board responds that the committee is free to chose one more famous DJ or 2 smaller 726 
organizations. Like that, you will have two different music styles at the Waagh.  727 
The GMA asks if €200 euro each party extra is enough.  728 
The board answers that ‘Schönes Wochenende’ is planned and that they cost €300. 729 
The GMA asks if the committee decides to go for a more famous DJ, Sjauwet will be the DJ upstairs.  730 
The board answers that it will think about that. 731 
  732 
3. Concerning the socialcie: The GMA wonders what the board will do if they don’t get a discount of 733 
€500 at Linksvoort. 734 
The board says it will do everything to get this discount. If it turns out that we won’t get the discount, 735 
then we will look for another location for the Active Members weekend.  736 
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The GMA responds that they think it’s weird to assume you get a discount.  737 
The GMA answers that Linksvoort already said they would give a discount, so it’s not weird to expect 738 
this. In addition to this, a budget proposal always is always based on expectation. 739 
  740 
4. Concerning the initiative committee: The GMA wonders why the board chose to organize less 741 
exam actions and why the board spends this little money on the exam actions.  742 
The board answers that there will be 12 exam actions indeed. The amount will be increased from €50 743 
to €75. Besides that, the board hopes the acquisition committee can get some acquisitions. The €75 744 
is to spend on 1 exam action.  745 
The GMA asks if the board thought about the existence of the two tracks. 746 
The board answers that they took that into account. 747 
  748 
5. Concerning the office supplies: the GMA wonders why there will be a powerbank.  749 
The board answers it won’t buy a powerbank, but it will purchase quick-charging cables and a multi-750 
cable charger. 751 
  752 
The GMA notices that it still has to be discussed where the money will go that was expected to be 753 
spend on the bus for the ‘Batavierenrace’.  754 
The board answers it won’t do anything with the €100.  755 
 756 
5. OTHER MAIN BUDGET ITEMS 757 
5.1 Costs and benefits of last financial year 758 

5.1.1 Costs and benefits of previous financial year 759 
5.2 Unforeseen costs and benefits of current financial year 760 

5.2.1. Costs and benefits of current financial year  761 
5.3 Active members 762 

5.3.1 Active members’ mugs 763 
5.3.2 Active members gatherings 764 
5.3.3 Committee compensation 765 

The board asks if there are people who still don’t agree with the presented completion ot the 766 
committee compensation after the policy GMA.  767 
The GMA answers that they agreed with the presented completion of the committee compensation. 768 

5.3.4 Actieve members shirts 769 
5.4 Write-downs 770 

5.4.1 Write-downs Computers 2014-2015  771 
5.4.2 Write-down countertop device  772 
5.4.3 Write-down Videocamera  773 
5.4.4 Write-down Website  774 

The board explains that the website will cost about 3000  775 
 3057,67 over five years: 3057,67/5 = 611.534 per jear 776 

5.4.5 Write-down countertop device  777 
5.4.6 Write-down Photocamera  778 

5.5 Multimedia  779 
5.5.1 Old website 780 
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5.5.2 Hardware  781 
The GMA wonders why the board didn’t budget unforeseen costs. Does the board expects that this 782 
isn’t necessary to do?  783 
The board answers that it didn’t budget this because they didn’t do that last year as well.  784 
The GMA says it’s better to use the actual expenses and not to use the budgeted expenses.  785 
The board answers that it agrees with that and it will budget some unforeseen costs. 786 

5.5.3 Software  787 
5.5.4 SPiN application 788 
5.5.5 New Website  789 

5.6 Contribution 790 
5.6.1 Contributie members 791 
5.6.2 Studentlife membership  792 

The GMA notices SNUF doesn’t exists anymore.  793 
5.7 Sponsorship 794 

5.7.1 Main sponsorship 795 
5.7.2 General sponsorship 796 
5.7.3 Sponsorship Drie Gezusters  797 
5.7.4 Athena  798 

5.8 Study material 799 
5.8.1 Bonus study books  800 
5.8.2 Summaries 801 

The GMA wonders, because recently the board spends a lot of time on selling summaries, how this 802 
effects the activities of the board in the SPiN common room.  803 
The board answers selling the summaries takes a lot of time, but still thinks offering the summaries is 804 
a good service for the members.  805 
The GMA says it expects that increasing the selling price with 20 cents people will still buy the 806 
summaries. By asking more money for the summaries, SPiN will earn more money. 807 
  808 
The GMA notices that asking 5 more cents or 55 cents for each summaries makes it way more easy to 809 
calculate.  810 
The GMA responds saying SPiN has enough money, so why would you increase the summaries prices.  811 
The board responses it will try to make a better deal with Athena.  812 
The GMA responses saying that is a good idea because SPiN actually does work for Athena.  813 
 814 
6. RESERVATIONS 815 
6.1 Lustrum reservation 816 
6.2 Lustrum almanac reservation 817 
6.3 Reservation new Spinoza building 818 
 819 
7. TOTALS 820 
7.1 Totals committees 821 
7.2 Totals general 822 
7.3 Other main budget items 823 
7.4 Lustrum Total 824 
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7.5 Absolute Totals 825 
  826 
The GMA gives complements to the fact that the board budgets a loss. 827 
  828 
8. EPILOGUE 829 
APPENDIX I DIVISION OF PROMOTION BUDGET 830 
The GMA wonders why some committees only get a promotion budget of €20, like the sports 831 
committee who organises the batavierenrace which is quite a big activity.  832 
The GMA thinks the same about the orientation committee.  833 
The board answers that in case of the sports committee they decided not to increase the promotion 834 
budget because in history the sports activities went well. Only the batavierenrace could maybe get 835 
some more attention. The €20 can best be use to promote the batavierenrace. 836 
  837 
The GMA wonders why the orientation committee only gets €20, when the Workshop and 838 
Conference committee gets €50.  839 
The board replies that they noticed the congress didn’t have many visitors so that committee gets 840 
€50 to use. The orientation committee also gets a budget from SPS-NIP.  841 
 842 
 843 
The GMA responds saying the activities the orientation and Workshop and Conference committee 844 
organize are almost equally big.  845 
The board says it wants to get more external people at the conference. That’s why it chose to give 846 
the committee a promotion budget of €50.  847 
The GMA advises to maintain equal promotion budgets for both committees.  848 
 849 
The GMA notices that the conference went well last year and asks if that was because of promotion 850 
or because of the performance of the activity. The board answers that’s quite hard to answer 851 
because it may be effected by the annual planning as well.  852 
The board answers if the GMA has a proposal what to do with the promotion budget for the 853 
orientation committee.  854 
The GMA suggests to add the orientation committee to scale 2. 855 
The board agrees to do this. There will be €30 extra to use for promotion for the orientation 856 
committee. 857 
APPENDIX II BALACE  858 
The GMA notices that there is a textual error in the page.  859 
 860 
APPENDIX III OVERVIEW BUDGET PROPOSAL  861 
The GMA wonders what is the new total now.  862 
The boards answers: total: benefits :158.423,72 costs: 160.129,84  Result -1706,12 863 
 864 
The GMA asks if the board can pay attention to the layout, because there are a lot of misspellings.  865 
The board answers it will pay attention to this.  866 
 867 
The GMA asks if the board is going to accept ideas of committees when they have a good idea but 868 
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the budget is almost gone.  869 
The board answers it will see what is possible, but likes the idea. 870 

The amendments follow at 00:45. 871 
Amendment 1: The proposal of the GMA is to use the €100 which was expected to use for the sports 872 
committee, as an extra subsidy for the party committee. Like this, they can use €25 extra for each 873 
party to use for decoration. This proposal is signed by Muriël Neeleman, Eefje Jongstra, Michelle 874 
Geurts, Giulio Severijnen, and Johannes Fiebig. 875 
The GMA adds that it’s unfortunate to not use the remaining €100 to a committee who can really use 876 
that subsidy.  877 
The board will discuss this later. 878 
 879 
Amendment 2: The post ‘’board clothing’ remains the same as previous years: €150 p.p., in total 880 
€1050. This proposal is signed by Bas Romeijn, Lieke van Lieshout, Johanna Breuer, Johannes Fiebig 881 
and Judith Pauw. 882 
The GMA says it’s unfortunate to use money to board clothing while you can also spend it on a 883 
committee who can really use that. It’s right that you have to be recognizable as a board member but 884 
this is subsidized. Furthermore, you can use the board clothing after your board-year. And last but 885 
not least, it was never the purpose that the fee covers all costs.  886 
The board says the amendment is not valid, because the proxy has to be written down somewhere.  887 
 888 

There follows a 5 minutes break. 889 
 890 
The board agrees with amendment 1. This admendment has been adopted.  891 
 892 
Amendment 2 is further explained.  893 
The board says it thinks they need to have a professional appearance. Above that, compared to last 894 
year the board members get two board scholarships less.  895 
The GMA thinks the fact that the board members get less scholarships has nothing to do with the 896 
board clothing subject.  897 
The board thinks if you put the compensation on €200 it won’t get more in the future.  898 
The GMA thinks thats a dangerous thing to do because the amount of money reserved for board 899 
clothes may increase every year.  900 
The board answers it’s not that thet want to give themselves money and the feel sorry for wanting to 901 
increase the compensation.  902 
The GMA says the board shouldn’t use the argument of the reduced board scholarships.  903 
Amendment 2 concerning the board clothing is being put to the test:  904 
‘’Amendment 2: The post ‘’board clothing ’ remains the same as previous years: €150 p.p., in total 905 
€1050.’’ 906 
In Favor: 8 907 
Against: 4 908 
Blanc: 0 909 
Abstained:13 910 
Total: 25 911 
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The amendment has been adopted. 912 
 913 
Finally the GMA continues to vote about the budget proposal.  914 
In favor: 16 915 
Against: 0 916 
Blanc: 0 917 
Abstained: 9 918 
Total: 25 919 
The budget proposal of the IXth board is approved of.  920 
 921 
10. AOB 922 
There is no other business. 923 
11. The Determination of the date of the next GMA  924 
The next meeting will be held on the 27th of February according to the current planning . 925 
  926 
12. Concluding Poll 927 
Johannes says he will arrange some shots for the board. 928 
 The GMA says the articles of association has to be followed more seriously. The authorizations has 929 
to be written.  930 
13. Adjournment 931 
The technical chair adjourns the meeting at 01:21. 932 
 933 


